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16 March 2023, Bechhofen, Germany.  

 

GEKA launches shadow printing service for standout 

cosmetics packaging 
 

Just like delivering stunning looks, beauty products need to stand out on the shelf: 

GEKA, the Beauty brand of medmix, has launched its all-new patented shadow printing 

service at Cosmopack Bologna 2023. A more sustainable process using no additional foil 

or ink, it delivers striking surface finishes for packaging, helping customers achieve 

perfect brand aesthetics.  
 

Visitors to Cosmopack Bologna 2023 can meet with GEKA experts on Booth E28/F27, Hall 15 

from 16-18 March to see the results and possibilities of the brand’s shadow printing service 

first-hand. 

 

                              
 

As a pioneer of high precision beauty application solutions, GEKA is a leader in developing 

standout packaging and decorations. Backed by decades of beauty industry experience and 

market knowledge, shadow printing is the latest patented advancement to the brand’s 

portfolio. 

 

“This brand-new process is more sustainable as it modifies the surface of cosmetics 

packaging without using additional foil or ink, and without impacting recyclability. Suitable 
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for bottles and caps, shadow printing has 360° design application, for a combination of matt 

and shiny surfaces. Consequently, our customers can build striking new looks for their brand 

or specific product ranges,” said Adrian Cawsey, Senior Sustainability Manager of medmix.  

 

“Shadow printing is incredibly flexible, allowing complex customized elements and patterns 

to be applied to bottles or caps. Combined with textures that create vivid surface finishes, 

customers can create extraordinary aesthetics that reflect brand identity. In fact, matt and 

shiny surfaces can be incorporated within the same design for maximum visual effect. When 

supplemented with hot foil stamp or silk screen printing, the opportunities are almost 

endless, ensuring uniqueness for any cosmetic”, explained Huong Bister, Head of global 

R&D at GEKA.  

 

GEKA is a part of medmix, a global leader in high-precision delivery devices. Offering a full 

beauty service for cosmetic applicators and packaging, the business invites its customers to 

closely collaborate throughout the product development process.  

 

Support is available from initial design right up to full manufacturing – including 

formulation, lab testing, applicator development, packaging design, printing and filling. 

Customers can pick and choose relevant services for their projects, ensuring a turnkey 

approach. As a result, an optimal beauty product is developed faster, ready to standout on 

the market. 

 
 
About GEKA  
Founded in 1925, the GEKA brand is a world leading manufacturer, supplier and wholesaler for high precision beauty application solutions for 
mascara, lip gloss and concealer products. With deep expertise in beauty tools, twisted wire brush and micro brush technologies GEKA 
represents continuous innovation through its numerous patents. As part of medmix, a global provider of high precision delivery devices, GEKA 
offers worldwide access through manufacturing sites in Bechhofen, Germany, Elgin, USA, Sao Paulo, Brazil, and Shanghai, China. 
www.geka-world.com  
 
About medmix  
medmix is a global leader in high-precision delivery devices. We occupy leading positions in the healthcare, consumer and industrial end-
markets. Our customers benefit from a dedication to innovation and technological advancement that has resulted in over 900 active patents. 
Our 14 production sites worldwide together with our highly motivated and experienced team of around 2’100 employees provide our customers 
with uncompromising quality, proximity and agility. medmix is headquartered in Baar, Switzerland. Our shares are traded on the SIX Swiss 
Exchange (SIX: MEDX). www.medmix.swiss  
 
Inquiries:  

GEKA Media Relation: Stefanie Gunz, Head of Global Marketing & Innovation at medmix beauty  
Stefanie.Gunz@geka-world.com  
medmix Media Relations: Peter Trampert, Senior Communications Manager  
communications@medmix.com  
Investor Relations: Sheel Gill, Head of Investor Relations  
investorrelations@medmix.com 
 
 
This document may contain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, projections of financial developments, market activity, or 
future performance of products and solutions containing risks and uncertainties. These forward-looking statements are subject to change 
based on known or unknown risks and various other factors that could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from the 
statements made herein. 
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